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ABSTRACT*

Modern designs are often required to be intelligent and
adaptive. They attempt to learn and anticipate the users’
behaviour in order to increase its functionality and decrease
the users’ workload. However, there is still a gap between
how intelligent a system is, and to what extent the user
understands this intelligence. This paper argues that
visualising how an intelligent system interprets and acts
upon user behaviour, impacts the understanding of the user.
An adaptive sound system is used as a tool to investigate
and illustrate this notion. The results indicate that a
visualisation improves the intelligibility of the sound
system and the users’ understanding of the system.
Author*Keywords*

Intelligent systems; Adaptive systems; Intelligibility;
Mental models; Calm technology.
*
ACM*Classification*Keywords*

H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI):
User Interfaces – evaluation/methodology, interaction
styles, natural language, user-centered design.
INTRODUCTION*

A new style of human-computer interaction is emerging. In
this direction, systems emerge where the computer itself
possesses a certain extent of reasoning and intelligence.
These intelligent systems can be adaptive, and adjust their
behaviour to the users’ situation, activity, location and
environmental conditions.

With the goal of calm computing [9], many of these
systems use implicit input that is often collected without
much user involvement. However, this lack of involvement
can also have negative effects regarding the users’
expectations and understanding of such systems. For
example, it can be unclear if their actions are registered,
how much is registered, how it is interpreted and which
actions follow this interpretation [10]. A potential way of
tackling this issue is by creating explanations for certain
actions. This can be done for example by visualising the
internal processing of the system to the user. This
visualisation allows the user to understand how far the
intelligence of the system reaches and act accordingly.
This paper presents a user study where the user data
interpretation of an adaptive system is being visualised.
This is done with the aim to measure the effects on its
intelligibility and the users’ understanding of the system.
The study is performed on six users in an everyday context
through the means of a designed adaptive speaker system
that implements a simple interaction with and without
visualisation. The effects on the participants’ understanding
and intelligibility of the system are then measured using
theory of mental models and four notions of intelligibility
respectively. However, first we will look into the theoretical
background and related work.
THEORETICAL*BACKGROUND*

This trend is followed by the concept of ‘smart home’
which has been an extensively discussed and researched
subject in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and
Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) communities. It
describes a home environment where many of the home
appliances and devices operate without much user
involvement, since many functions will be substituted with
adaptive and intelligent systems.
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Explaining*behaviour:*Intelligibility*

Describing how adaptive and intelligent systems interpret
and act upon the data it receives, can be done through the
notion of intelligibility. This concept is about providing
explanations for scenarios in the form of what and why.
[3,7]. Proper intelligibility provides real-time and
interactive feedback on what a system perceives, what it is
doing and why it behaves the way it does.
Insufficient intelligibility creates a gap between the users’
mental models and the actual system model, which causes
confusion, inefficient use and loss in trust and
understanding. There have been several studies indicating
the relevance of intelligibility when it comes to designing
for intelligent and/or adaptive systems [8].

Yang and Newman [10] also state that we cannot assume
that the user has sufficient interest and motivation in
understanding the system, which means that intelligibility
should be delivered in small and opportunistic pieces, rather
than continuously. This ‘incidental intelligibility’ builds
understanding of the system without demanding explicit
time and attention in interacting with the system. The
philosophy of reducing the amount of demand on user
attention is also reflected in Weiser’s notion of calm
technology [9]. This describes a form of technology where
information is designed to occur in the users’ periphery
rather than the centre of attention. This is a very relevant
subject, as it tries to prevent our future smart homes from
overexposing us to attention demanding devices.
Since adaptive and intelligent systems are mostly designed
to reduce the workload and demand of attention on the user,
it is important that both notions of intelligibility and calm
technology co-exist when designing for intelligent systems.
This way, it can be clear to the user what a system is doing
and why, whilst not displaying this information in an
attention demanding manner.

•!

•!

•!
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Notice – Does the system perceive the input from
the user and its actions? Or in this instance; does
the device register the users’ sound and
movement?
Capture – To what extent has the users’ input been
captured? Or in this instance; how much sound and
movement has the device registered?
Interpret – How is the users’ input data used? Or
in this instance; what happens with the input? And
how much is needed for something to happen?
Purpose – When will what actions follow? Or in
this instance; when has the device registered
enough and what will it do (start playing music)?

Level one solely focuses on whether the device has
acquired information or input from the user. Level two
concerns the extent of this input. Level three addresses how
this input is used. It tells what happens with the information
once it is in the system. Having sufficient knowledge of this
level also allows the user to interact with the system with
more subtlety. The fourth and last level tells the purpose of
this information, and what actions are connected to it.

Understanding:*Mental*Models*

A mental model, being rooted in psychology, can be
defined as a mental representation of a situation. In the field
of design, they’re described by Norman i.a. as mental
representations that allow users to be able to predict and
explain situations and behaviour when interacting with
physical objects or devices [4].
RELATED*WORK*

Mental models have often been used as a tool to determine
the amount of understanding of a system [6,2,5]. While the
fundamental knowledge regarding mental models is widely
applied in interaction design and HCI, there have also been
a few studies that are applied in the field of interfaces for
sound systems [5] and intelligent systems. [8]. Here it was
noted that a gap between the users’ mental model and the
actual system can have negative effects.

Other studies concerning content-aware and intelligent
systems are often explorative, or focus solely on the
learning curve [10].
SMART*SPEAKER*DESIGN*

The aim of this project was to study, in real life context,
whether a visualisation of the internal processes of an
intelligent system increases its intelligibility and the users’
understanding of that system. The design used for this study
was an adaptive speaker system (Figure 1) with one
interaction and one visualisation.

Motion sensor
Sound sensor

The work of Pauws et al. [5] uses drawings of mental
models to evaluate interactions. In this instance, they
measured the effect of the presence of a visual display.
There has also been extensive research done into building
frameworks and designing interfaces for making devices
more intelligible [1,3], however, very little research has
been performed in the context of everyday life.
Bellotti and Edwards [1] proposed a framework for
analysing and discussing intelligibility. Based on their
work, and adjusting it to the context of this study, the
concept of intelligibility was divided in four measurable
levels:

Figure 1. The sound system that was deployed at the participants’
home. It contains two audio inputs, a motion sensor, microphone and
a LED ring for the visualisation.

For this purpose, a sound system was chosen because it had
no interference with any form of visual feedback. This way,
any kind of results could be attributed to the presence of the
visualisation. Vice versa, an adaptive light system could

also have been used with auditory feedback, although sound
would be harder to implement in a peripheral context.
The speaker system’s behaviour is a simple context-aware
interaction that plays music, reacting to motion and sound.
When the device registers enough motion and sound, it
starts playing music. This can be a fully autonomous action
without implicit user involvement, but can also include a
visualisation telling how it registers the user and which
actions will follow.
The interaction consists of a motion sensor and a sound
sensor, that determines the amount of ‘presence’ in a room.
The amount of presence is determined by a threshold. When
there’s a simultaneous peak in both sound and movement,
the device increases one stage. After 8 stages, the device
starts playing music through the users’ Spotify playlist.
The visualisation (Figure 2) is focused on creating
intelligibility by generating four layers of feedback, which
are based on the 4 levels of intelligibility. It does so by the
use of a LED ring, which contained 16 RGB LED’s. The
first layer is done through direct feedback in the form of
small lights that light up as soon as any movement or sound
is detected. The second and third layer are done through a
filling bar effect. The final layer is done by turning the LED
ring fully green when the bar is filled, and by hearing the
music that starts playing.

Figure 2. The visualisation as used in the sound system. On the left
level 1, in the middle level 1, 2 and 3 and on the right level 4.

Within the design there are several small risks that could
have consequences for the study. Firstly, the extent and
quality of the visualisation has a high influence on the
amount of intelligibility. With this in mind, the visualisation
was designed to be as simple as possible, in order to only
measure the difference when the visualisation is absent and
present.
It is also possible the user has no desire to listen to music,
and will not participate strongly during the study. This
means it is important to only select participants that have
indicated that they are willing to allow an adaptive sound
system decide when to listen to their music.

METHODS*

The goal of the study was to investigate the effects of a
visualisation of internal processes of an adaptive sound
system on its intelligibility and the users’ understanding.
There were six participants that took part in the study. The
participants were chosen based on several requirements.
The first was that the participants had to be in possession of
a Spotify premium account. This was necessary to be able
to use the sound system, but also implied a certain extent of
dedication towards music and listening to music. Another
requirement was that the participants were content with
allowing an autonomous smart system to play music for
them.
Participant

Age

Sound system
placement

Occupation

Order of
visualisation

1

20

Living room

Student TU/e

With - Without

2

21

Living room

Student TU/e

With - Without

3

26

Bedroom

With - Without

4

22

Bedroom

Industrial
Designer
Student TU/e

5

21

Living room

Student TU/e

Without - With

6

20

Bedroom

Student TU/e

Without - With

Without - With

Figure 3. An overview of the participants

The participants were requested to each use one smart
speaker system over the course of 1 week during which the
visualisation was turned either on or off halfway in
randomly assigned orders in order to be able to measure the
differences on the system’s interactions.
The experiments took place in a home environment setting.
The participants were to use the smart speaker system in the
living room or bedroom, depending on their personal
preferences. The device could also be added to their
existing music system. The goal was to have maximum
integration in their personal music climate, to ensure that
the device was used sufficiently.
Procedure*

The study consisted of two different set-ups per participant.
The participants were asked to rate and describe their
understanding and the devices’ intelligibility in both cases,
which were eventually compared to measure any
differences. Next to this, there was an interview and a diary
study to illustrate these results with qualitative insights.
The setup was divided in three parts. First, the participants
were asked to give daily updates regarding their interactions
with the device in a few sentences. This was done to verify
the amount of use and the relevance of the interactions with
the device and its set-ups. Subsequently, it also functioned
as qualitative material for additional insights.
The second part consisted of a quantitative study where
participants were asked to rate the intelligibility of the

visualisation from 1-5, based on the four levels of
intelligibility as stated before. This was done twice. Once
with visualisation and once without.
1.! Did you understand whether the device registered
your behaviour?
2.! Did you understand to what extent the device
registered your behaviour?
3.! Did you understand whether how the device
interpreted this data?
4.! Did you understand which actions were connected
to this interpretation?
Additionally, they were asked to draw two mental models
of the system using a flow chart. One with visualisation and
one without. In the related work of Pauws et al. [5] it was
stated that the quality and type of drawings were rather
inconsistent, which is why for this study, it was decided to
use a flow chart as a reference drawing style.
After this, they were asked to compare both drawings of to
the model to the actual system, and rate to what extent their
drawings matched the actual system on a scale from 1-5.

FINDINGS*

Based on the results from the interviews and the diary
study, several results were produced. First we will present
the results from the intelligibility test, and then the mental
model test. We will then look at the impact of the
visualisation on the experienced interaction and attention
demand of the sound system. Finally, we will present any
qualitative insights from the diary study and additional
remarks.
Intelligibility*

The participants were asked to rate the intelligibility of the
device, based on the four levels extracted from the work of
Belotti and Edwards [1]. A comparison test was done,
rating the intelligibility with visualisation and without. In
the case of all 6 participants, an increase in intelligibility on
all four levels was evident when the device was equipped
with the visualisation. In this instance, there was a
significant average increase of 1.4 points on all questions
with all participants.

Changes in Intelligibility
5
4
3
2
1
Question 1

Question 2

With visualisation

Question 3

Question 4

Without visualisation

Figure 5. A graph showing the results from the intelligibility test,
based on the 4 questions derived from the 4 levels of intelligibility.
Figure 4. The actual system model of the sound system, portrayed
using a flow chart. This was used as a reference for the participants
when they were asked to compare and rate their own drawn mental
modals.

With this approach, the effects of a visualisation could be
studied, focused on both the intelligibility and the
understanding of the sound system.
Additionally, a qualitative interview was performed where
the participants were asked which setup had their
preference, and why. Next, they had to rate on a scale from
1-5 if they thought the visualization had a positive or
negative impact on the interaction with the device. This was
done to support any qualitative claims.
Finally, the participants were asked to rate from 1-5 if the
visualization increased the amount of attention the device
demanded. With this we could conclude whether the
explanatory qualities of the visualization actually added to,
or impacted the interaction with the device, and whether
they were in accordance to Weiser’s [9] and Yang and
Newman’s [10] theories on calm technology and incidental
intelligibility.

On average, level 1 showed the largest increase, with 1.8
points (36%). Level 2 increased 1.2 points (24%), level 3
had a slight increase with 1.0 points (20%). Level 4
increased 1.2 points (28%).
Mental*models*

During the study, the participants were also asked to draw
(Figure 6) a mental model of the sound system using a flow
chart, both with and without visualisation. Afterwards, they
were shown the actual system, and asked to rate to what
extend their own depictions matched that of the actual
system. With this, the effects of a visualisation on their
understanding of the system could be measured.
The results (Figure 7) indicate an increase in understanding
with all six participants when the visualisation was
included. This was despite the sequence in which they were
confronted with the visualisation. This increase is also
evident in the drawings themselves.

When asked which set-up had their preference, all
participants unanimously stated they preferred the set-up
with visualisation. To illustrate this, the participants were
asked to rate to what extent the visualisation had a positive
effect on the interaction (Figure 8).
Attention*demand*

In order to gather insight on how the visualisation had an
impact on the amount and type of attention of the sound
system, the participants were asked to rate whether the
device increased or reduced the demand of attention.
Additionally, they were asked to share some insight on
why. This way, insights could be generated on how the
visualisation would relate to the theory of calm technology.
Interestingly, there was a wide variety of reactions. Most
participants (P2, P4, P5) noted no difference in the amount
of attention. The reason for this however varied.
Figure 6. Some mental models drawn by two participants. From left to
right: Without and with visualisation respectively.

In all instances, the drawings show an increase in both
complexity and accuracy. While most participants indicate
an increase in the understanding of the type of input
parameters, some even show a clear understanding of the
scope and mechanics of how these parameters were used.
When asked to rate how accurate their drawings were
compared to the actual system, all participants rated the
drawing with visualisation higher than the one without.
rating.different.mental.models
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Figure 7. A graph showing the results from the mental model test. The
results show per participant how they rated the accuracy of their
drawn models, with and without visualisation.

In 4 instances, the participants found that the accuracy of
their drawings went up with at least one point. Participant 2
noted an increase of 3 points (60%), stating “even though I
had an idea how the device worked from my first round, I
got confused on whether the device had changed because I
had no idea if and when the music would start playing”.

Participant 5 stated: “There wasn’t an increase or decrease
in the amount of attention the device demanded. For me the
end result was important and the visualisation didn’t
change that.” Participant 2 however, said: “While the
visualisation demanded more attention, this was not
focused. On the contrary, without visualisation it felt longer
before the music would start. This made me look to the
device much more often.” In this case, both set-ups
demanded a different kind of attention.
Both participant 1 and 6 noted an increase in attention, but
this was attributed to the visualisation serving as a
motivator. This also means that the increase in attention
was not considered negative, but mostly exploratory.
Participant 1: “I gave the device more attention because the
light functioned as a motivator for me.”
DISCUSSION*

Overall, the results that arose from the study are what was
to be expected. The addition of a visualisation to the
adaptive sound system increased both the understanding of
the system as its intelligibility in a small but notable
manner.
However, this study also focused on the effects of a
visualisation in relation to the theory of calm technology as
discussed by Weiser [9]. Even if a visualisation would
increase both the understanding and intelligibility of a
system, it would not hold much value if it demanded too
much focused attention. However, before we discuss this,
first we will discuss in-depth the results of the intelligibility
and mental model tests.
Intelligibility*

Based on the work of Bellotti and Edwards [1], the sound
system’s intelligibility was divided in four measurable
levels. These were rated by the participants over the coarse
of the study.
Figure 8. A graph showing to what extent the the visualisation had
a positive effect on the interaction with the device.

As stated under ‘results’, the increase in level 1 was the
most significant. It was clear that without visualisation the
participants had a hard time understanding when the device
would register their behaviour, and what kind of behaviour
this was. Participant 6: “Without visualisation I had no idea
what was happening besides that it randomly started
playing music”. Although this is a logical development, it
does stress the importance of supplying enough feedback to
the user when his/her input is being registered, order to
avoid confusion.
Both level 2 and 3 showed the smallest increase. In the
sound system, these levels were also combined in one
aspect of the visualisation. While this level tells the user
with more precision what amount of input does what, and
what happens with it, it seems that the participants found
this notion less important. This can be explained by the fact
that over the time span of the study, the participants were
more concerned with understanding the basic workings of
the device rather than how to interact with it on a higher,
subtler level. Apparently these levels are less important
during the familiarization period of the interaction.
However, when focusing on a longer period of use, it is
expected that these levels become more important for
intelligibility. This is hinted at by Participant 2, who stated
that he started connecting his daily routine to the device’s
behavior, which was then disturbed when the visualisation
was removed. “Normally I would turn on the music by
myself, but by seeing the light I know it will turn on itself so
when it did not start yet I just waited for it to turn on”.
“After some time the device turns on the music just in time
for breakfast”. “Without visualisation it was confusing
when the music would start. This made me look to the
device much more often, and distract me”
More about this under ‘limitations’.
Level four also showed an increase. Although it was very
clear what action would follow their input (playing music),
it was very unclear when this was without visualisation.
Participant 5: “The addition the visualisation had was that
it showed me when the music would start playing”. This is
also very important, because one participant showed
significant annoyance with the inability to know and control
the moment the music would start playing. Participant 4: “I
really didn’t like the fact that the device decided when I
needed to listen to music”.
Mental*models*

Based on the work of Norman [4] and Pauws [5], the
participants were also asked to draw and compare their
mental models of the system, in order to measure to what
extent they understood how the device works.
From the results it became clear that a visualisation
increased both the accuracy and the complexity of the
drawings, which might indicate that the visualisation helped

the users understand the system on a more detailed level.
However, this was also to be expected to a certain extent. A
more interesting aspect of this matter concern would be
whether this improvement conflicts with Weiser’s notion of
calm technology [9] or not.
Intelligibility*vs*attention*demand*

While this paper addresses the effect of a visualisation on
intelligibility and understanding, it also argues that an
increase in understanding through a visualisation can result
in a higher attention demand from the system. This would
conflict with the concept of calm technology as stated by
Weiser [9], stating that any information supplied by a
design should avoid being in the center of focused attention.
A device that clearly explains its actions, but does so
through a very obtrusive manner, will most likely not be
considered user friendly.
As stated in the results, this subjects gave varied reactions
concerning this subject. Multiple participants (P1, P3, P6)
stated that the visualisation did require attention, because it
invited for exploration in functionality through physical
interaction. Participant 6: “The visualisation asked for
physical exploration in movement and sound.” Participant 1
said: “I did some random clapping and jumping throughout
the day because I knew it influenced the light, but I wasn’t
sure how exactly”. This shows that there is a clear increase
in the amount of attention demand during the
familiarization period.
However, in later stages, this case was reversed. Participant
2 said that after getting familiar with the device, any
interaction with the device caused by the visualisation
wasn’t considered a focused interaction. “With the
visualisation I could see what is happening but this was not
focused” This might indicate that a visualisation doesn’t
necessarily increase attention demand, or negatively impact
the interaction, when the user has gotten familiar with the
interactions. This is also confirmed by the results from the
survey, where five out of six participants noted that the
visualisation had a positive effect on the interaction with
the device.
Participant 2 also stated that after the exclusion of the
visualisation he actually spent more time and attention to
the device, because he didn’t know anymore which actions
would happen when. This shows that especially outside the
familiarization period, it is important to still have the proper
amount of intelligibility. If not, the device will become
confusing and hard to interact with, and lose its ability to
work in the periphery of attention. Because of this, it might
be necessary that during the familiarization period, a
visualisation has to be on a different level than after. This
can also be connected to the idea of ‘incidental
intelligibility’ as stated by Yang and Newman [10]. When
this moment is, can be a topic for future studies.

Composing*visualisations*

While the results show that a visualisation improves certain
aspects in relation to intelligibility and understanding, the
results do not generate any insights on the type, or extent of
visualisation, nor about its composition. Ultimately, it
would be interesting to know what aspects of a visualisation
would be appropriate for certain kinds of intelligible
functions.
For example, the third level of intelligibility addresses the
explanation of what a device does with user input. This part
of a systems behaviour is an important part to explain, as it
covers most of a system’s functionality. In this instance, a
fairly straightforward interaction was chosen. Whether a
visualisation is always effective as a tool to increase
intelligibility on this level can be argued. This is a clear
opportunity for future works. To which depth should
functionalities be visualised? And which types of
visualisations fit certain behaviour patterns, without
demanding too much focused attention?
Limitations*

Due to the relatively short duration of the study (one week),
it was hard to differentiate between results from interactions
during the familiarization period and during the period
where the device had been part of the participant’s daily
routine. A longer period might bring the focus more on the
subtlety of the mechanics, which are represented by level 3,
and how the specifics of the visualisation have an effect on
the daily interactions and intelligibility with the system.
This could help generate more specific insights on the
relevance and role of intelligibility in visualisations.
Different autonomous and adaptive technologies can vary
in complexity, independence and intelligence. The sound
system used in this study contained a fairly straightforward
interaction with not much depth. While it is an adaptive
system with sufficient interaction parameters, it might not
be considered highly intelligent or smart. The findings that
arose from this study might not be universally applicable to
adaptive systems in more complex contexts such as
lighting, security, or household appliances.
As autonomous and adaptive systems become more widely
accepted, it is important to study the effects on a wide range
of stakeholders and users. The participants in this study
were approached disproportionally. Most of the participants
were students, with a young age and a natural affinity with
technology. Next to that, they were all industrial designers
which might have a significant impact on the results,
whether positive or negative. Future studies should strive to
maintain a more balanced user base in order to attain results
from multiple perspectives, so as to provide a more evened
understanding of the impact of these insights on intelligent
and adaptive systems.

Finally, another limitation of this study was the order in
which the participants were presented with the
visualisation. In order to avoid bias, the orders were
presented randomly. Despite this, both instances still
produced bias, albeit on a smaller level. Preferably, a larger
amount of subjects would be used, where the two different
set-ups are spread evenly, instead of having all subjects
experience both set-ups. With a larger amount of
observations the accuracy of both set-ups will increase
significantly, while also improving the quality of the
results.
CONCLUSION*

In this paper, we present some insight on how a
visualisation might effect the understanding and
intelligibility of the behaviour of autonomous and adaptive
intelligent systems. The results were drawn from a week
long user study with six participants, and contained several
interviews and a diary study. The results show that adding a
simple visualisation improves both the intelligibility of the
device, as the understanding of the user. The findings also
suggest that the visualisation might have to change
according to the learning curve of the user, in order connect
to the theory of calm technology. This work might form a
reference point for future studies on intelligibility in
adaptive and intelligent systems.
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